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Request Boot
Samples

Today, more efficient and less
expensive solar panels are
dominating the Green Power
revolution around the world.
Advanced photovoltaic technology
and improved manufacturing automation are bringing solar
panel prices down to compete with fossil fuels. APM's
stainless steel, self-sealing SEELSKREWs are holding some of
these panels together. Thousands are mounted daily by
leading solar panel manufacturers for environmental
protection, protecting these Green systems against water, ice,
dust, and dirt penetration. SEELSKREWS are also being
installed on LED lighting enclosures to seal and prevent
contamination from penetrating and coating LED lens and
support circuitry... another environmentally Green application.

Request Fasteners

Watch All Videos

HEXSEAL silicone sealing boots
hermetically block contaminants
from reaching the control's internal
operating mechanism. Catastrophic
failure from foreign matter
seepage: water, dust, dirt,
lubricants cleaning solvents and
even spilled liquids are prevented.
APM offers a wide variety of boots
(toggle, push button, rocker, rotary
and lever) matched to most popular
switches and breakers - there are
hundreds of part numbers to choose
from.

APM also offers EMI/RFI suppression and stainless steel
armored versions for rugged applications.
All meet MIL-DTL-5423 specs.
APM will also custom design single piece panel solutions.

Download Literature

For more than half a century, APM
has been the leader in developing
and patenting this technology,
originally for the military.
Now millions of HEXSEAL boots
can be found throughout the world
protecting marine, medical,
construction, automotive,
electronics, test, and
communications equipment of all
kinds.

Toll Free:
800-498-9034

Unlike liquid or gel anaerobic
adhesives and threadlockers, all
APM thread-locking enhancements
are reusable and adjustable. APM
self sealing fasteners with optional thread locking is a clean,
dry system.

Email:
info@apmhexseal.com
It's green. No chemical fumes for employees to inhale and no
environmental disposal issues.

Look for next week's newsletter to learn more
about APM Hexseal's sealing solutions!
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